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Summary

Argonautica concept
• Permanent ressources
• Tracking expeditions
• Meetings and exchanges

Building an experimental buoy at
school, to track curents

Tracking marine wildlife

Argonautica 2005-2006 Schedule

The future



Argonautica 

Studying aceans and climate in the classroom, 
understanding the role of satellites

• Studying ocean currents and variations

• Developing awareness of marine pollution

• Building and tracking buoys

• Tracking migrating wildlife



Ressources for primary and secondary schools

• Free access via the Internet at www.cnes-edu.org

• Plus real-time science data to track Argonautica 
buoys and wildlife

• Thematic features (Jason, Argos, etc.)

www.cnes-edu.org

ADA buoy’s data



Tracking expeditions and ocean yacht races, 
releasing Argonautica buoys

Tracking expeditions…

Working with scientists to track marine wildlife

• Vendée Globe 2000-2001
• Pomme 01 oceanography campaign
• Jean-Louis Etienne 2002 polar mission
• Jacques Vabre transatlantic race
• Vendée Globe 2004-2005

• Leatherback turtles on beaches in French Guiana (CNR-CEPE)
• King penguins, albatross, Arctic tern, elephant seals (CNRS-CEBC)



The Southern Ocean drives global ocean circulation and climate

Antarctica 05-06

www.cnes-edu.org

Tracking expeditions…

The poles play a fundamental role in Earth’s climate system



Antarctica 05-06

• Scientists aboard the German 
icebreaker Polarstern, studying 
the Southern Ocean in the 
Drake Passage

• Frenchman Sidney 
Gavinet, taking part in the 
Volvo Ocean Race

• Isabelle Autissier and 
Erik Orsenna, retracing 
the first scientific 
expeditions of the early 
20th century

www.cnes-edu.org

Tracking expeditions…



CNES provides the buoy shell, Argos transmission board and the circuit board that 
interfaces their sensors with the Argos board

Building experimental buoys

High-school pupils build their own experimental buoys, which drift with the currents

They conceive all their own experiments, which involve developing and integrating 
temperature and brightness sensors

Classwork

ADA buoy’s data



Tracking currents

Argonautica buoys drift with ocean currents and winds, acquiring
readings from the water masses they cross.
The movements of these buoys, tracked by Argos, can then be 
compared to mean current charts.

Classwork



Buoys drifting with the main subantarctic current will cross the path of king 
penguins and elephant seals tagged with Argos transmitters, allowing scientists 
to study their migration paths.

Tracking marine wildlife

Classwork



www.cnes-edu.org

Gatherings are organized throughout the school year:

Meetings and communication

• Teleconferences
• Lectures and workshops
• La Rochelle symposium



Schedule
February
- Track expeditions (started mid-January)
- Track buoys and wildlife
- Link-up with Isabelle Autissier aboard her boat

March
- Finish tracking buoys and wildlife
- Seminar on global warming

April
- Send class projects for La Rochelle symposium
- Select projects

May
- La Rochelle symposium: present class projects 
and meet scientists and skippers




